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1. INTRODUCTION 
The consistency assumption of ZF implies the existence 
of a model (K,e) for ZF by virtue of Goedel's completeness 
theorem. But then, von Neumann's hierarchy (^a^aep ' 
where R is the class of all ordinals of K, implies the 
existence of a model (V,e) for ZFG, where G is the Axiom of 
Regularity. This shows that the consistency of G with ZF can 
be proven by means of an inner model with methods which can 
be formalized in ZF. Similarly, Goedel's model (L,E) of 
constructible sets and Cohen's minimal model (M,e) of 
strongly constructible sets are inner models of (V,g) 
satisfying ZFG + (V = L) and consequently satisfying 
ZFG + GCH, and thus ZFG + GCH + AC. As in the case of inner 
models, a natural tendency for constructing various ZF models 
is to consider the class of sets of (K,e) that satisfy a 
set-theoretical formula P(x). But then, because of the min­
imality of (M,e) no such inner model can be constructed for 
ZFG + -I (V = L) and hence for ZFG + -i AC or for ZFG + -i CH. 
Thus, to construct ZFG models in which v = L is not 
valid, one must use methods which go beyond ZF, i.e. which 
cannot be formalized in ZF. Examples of such models are the 
Bijectional, Generic and Permutational models which we 
consider in this dissertaton. 
In Chapter 2, we construct Bijectional and Dyadic 
Sequential ZF models with sets having k atoms for any 
cardinal k and ZF models with the negation of the 
Extensionality Axiom. 
In Chapter 3, we introduce the notion of an elementhood 
relation with respect to a subset G of a partially ordered 
set P and consider the corresponding partially-order-valued 
class of progenitors. 
In Chapter 4, by imposing various conditions on a 
subset G of a partially ordered set P of the minimal 
model {M,e), we construct the quotient class of progenitors 
with respect to G. Thus, we obtain standard models M[G] 
of ZF where G is not an element of M. Also, we obtain 
some results concerning the cardinalities of the dense 
subsets of partially ordered sets. Moreover, we give 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of 
generic subsets of partially ordered sets by means of the 
notion of molecule. 
In Chapter 5, we develop techniques for constructing 
progenitors of various sets of y[G]. 
In Chapter 6, we prove the basic relation between the 
forcing and the progenitor techniques and we give some 
examples of generic models. 
In Chapter 7, using results of Chapter 2, we consider 
Permutational models based on decreasing chains of 
3 
equivalence classes of permutations and construct a model for 
ZF and n AC. 
In Chapter 8, we show how Martin's Axiom MA ensures the 
existence of a compatible subset of a partially ordered set 
P which satisfies c.a.c. and the property of having nonempty 
intersection with the elements of a preassigned set of less 
A' 0 
than 2 dense subsets of P. On the other hand, however, 
we show that MA does not ensure the existence of a simply 
ordered chain having this property. We also give some 
examples of consequences of MA. 
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2. BIJECTIONS OF MODELS OF ZF 
Throughout the entire dissertation, we assume that ZF 
[1, p. 275] is consistent and therefore by virtue of Goedel's 
completeness theorem [2, p. 33] has a model which we denote 
by (K,e ). 
Let f(x,y) be a bijective formula on K. We adopt the 
usual convention that if f(x,y) is valid in (K,e) then 
y = f(x ). 
We define a new elementhood relation e' on KxK by 
(1) X e ' y <-> .f ^(x) e y 
and, as expected, all set-theoretical relations in (K,e ') 
will be primed, 
LEMMA 1. For every x and y we have 
( 2 ) X Ç y <-> X G' y 
PROOF. Let us assume x ç y. Then, 
•z e ' X <-> f ^(z) e X -> f ^(z) e y <-> z e ' y. The converse 
is proved similarly. 
From (2), it follows 
(3) (Vx)(Vy)(x = y <-> X =' y) 
We show below that (K,e') is a model for ZF. We 
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verify that each of the axioms of Extensionality (E), Sumset 
(S), Powerset (P), Infinity (I) and the Axiom scheme of 
Replacement {,^) are valid in (K,e'), 
To show the validity of (E) in {K,e'), we prove 
LEMMA 2. (Vx) (fy) (3z) (x =' y A X e ' z -> y e ' z) 
PROOF. Assume x =' y A x e' z. By (1) and (3) we have 
X = y A f~^(x) E z. Since f is bijective 
f ( y )  =  f ~ ^ ( x )  a n d  b y  E x t e n s i o n a l i t y  o f  (K,e) we derive 
f ~ ^ ( y )  E  z  a n d  b y  ( 1 )  w e  h a v e  y e '  z .  
Since the Axiom Scheme of Replacement is valid in 
(K,e) we have 
(4) (^x) (3y) ('/z) (z e y <-> (Ht) (t e x A z = f(t))). 
We note that (4) states that if a set x collects the sets 
a, b, c, ... in (K,e*) then there exists a set y which 
collects a, b, c, ... in (K,e). In fact, 
(5) y = f (x) . 
Again by the Axiom Scheme of Replacement in (K,e), we 
have 
(6) (Vx) (6y) (Vz) (z E y <-> (_5t) (te x A z = f ^(t) ) ) . 
We note again that (6) states that if the set x collects 
the sets a, b, c, ... in (K,e) then there exists a set 
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y which collects a, b, c, ... in (K,e'). In fact, 
(7) y = f"^{x) . 
To show the validity of (S) in (K,e')f we prove 
LEMMA 3. Cvx) (3s) (Vy) (ye' s <-> (Ht)(t e' x A te' s)) 
PROOF. Let X be a set of (K,e'). By (4), there 
exists a set y of (K,e) such that z e y <-> z = f(t) 
for some t e x. Since (S) is valid in (K,e), the 
sumset U y exists in (K,e). Obviously, by (1) we see 
that U y is also the sumset of x in (K,e'). 
To show the validity of (P) in (K,e'), we prove 
LEMMA 4. (Vx) (3P) (Vz) (z e ' P <-> z £' %) 
PROOF. Let X be a set of (K,e'). Let z c' x. 
Since (P) is valid in (K,e), there exists P such that 
y e p  < - >  y  =  f  ^ ( z ) .  C l e a r l y ,  b y  ( 2 ) ,  w e  s e e  t h a t  P  i s  
the power set of x in (K,e'). 
We observe that ij) and <ti ' are the same sets and we 
prove the validity of (I) in (K,e'). 
LEMMA 5. (aw')(* E '  w' A 
(Vx) (x e ' w ' -> (x U {x}) e ' w ' ) ) 
PROOF. Since the finite recursion theorem is valid in 
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(K,e), the following sets exist in (K,e'): 
= {f ^(ag)}, = I f ^la^), f ^(a^)}, ... 
a^ = {f^(a^); i<n} ... . 
It can easily be verified that 
(8) a^ is the ordinal n' in (K,e'). 
Since ((R) is valid in (K,e), we see that the set of images 
of the elements of w under f(x) = exists in (K,e), 
i.e. aQ, a-j^f 82, ... are collected in (K,e) and therefore 
by (6) the set w' stated in the lemma exists in (K,e'). 
To show the validity of (A) in (KfC'), we prove 
LEMMA 6. (Vx)G y)(Vz ) (z e' y <-> 
(3t){t G' X A F(t,z))) where F(t,z) is a formula of 
(K,e') not containing y and which is functional in t 
on X. 
PROOF. Let X and F(t,z) be given. By replacing 
G ' with e, we see .that F(t,z) becomes a formula of 
(K,G) which remains functional in t on x. Consider the 
formula E = f ^(F(f(x))) where z = F(t) stands for 
F(t,z). Since f is a bijection, E is functional on x. 
Since the Axiom Scheme of Replacement holds in (K,e), there 
exists a y satisfying the formula stated in the lemma in 
(K,G) as well as in (K,e'). 
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From Lemmas 2 to 6, we conclude 
THEOREM 1. (K,e') is a model for ZF. 
We next prove 
LEMMA 7. If the axiom of Choice (C ) is valid in (K,e ) 
then it is valid in (K,e'). 
PROOF. Let H be a disjointed set in (K,e') none of 
whose elements is *. By (4), there is a set D in (K,E) 
which is disjointed and has the same elements as H. Since 
the axiom of Choice holds in (K,e ) there exists a choice 
set X of n in (K,e) which is a choice set of H in 
(K,e ' ). 
We recall [3, p. 70] that the axiom of Regularity (G) 
states (Vx)(x * * -> (3y)(y e x A (Vt)(t e x -> t ^ y ) ) ) . 
It is well-known [4] that ZFG is consistent. In particular, 
in any model of ZFG no atom can exist, where by atom [5] we 
mean a set a such that 
( 9 ) a = { a} . 
We show that the existence of an atom is consistent with 
ZF. 
LEMMA 8. There exists a model of ZF which has an atom. 
PROOF. Consider the bijection f given by 
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(10) f (<ti ) = 1, f(l) = (j) and f(x) = x otherwise. 
Let (K,e*) be the model corresponding to the bijection 
given by (10). Clearly, 1 is an atom of (K,e'). 
We observe that Lemma 8 implies the independence of G 
from ZF. Next, we prove 
LEMMA 9. Let k be a cardinal. Then there exists a 
model of ZF which has a set of k atoms. 
PROOF. Consider the bijection f given by 
(11) f(u) = {u} , f({u}) = u for u e k and 
f(x) = x otherwise 
and let (K,e') be the model corresponding to the bijection 
given by f. Then, the set k in (K,e*) is the desired 
set. 
Motivated by the above we can introduce a model (K,e") 
based on two bijections f and g on K. Define the 
elementhood relation e" on K x K by 
(12) X e" y <-> f"^(x) e g ^(y) 
The fact that (K,e") is a model for ZF follows from the 
observation that (K,e') where e' defined by (1) is a • 
-1 
model for ZF and that (K,e") where x e" y <-> x e' g (y) 
is also a ZF model as shown by [6, p. 70]. 
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Bijections of models of ZF can be conveniently studied 
in models that we shall call dyadic sequential models. 
Let k be a cardinal and let s^ = (s^j) for 
j < k where s^^ = 0 or 1. 
We define an elementhood relation e among sequences 
Si by 
(13) s. e s. <-> s.. =1 
1 J Ji 
For obvious reasons if a set of cfyadic sequences (s^j) for 
j < k forms a model under (13) we must have i < k. 
A dyadic type-k-sequential model can be best represented 
by a k X k dyadic matrix (e„ ... where the rows and 
X f y X^KfysK 
columns are named by the names of the sets and where 
(14) y e X <-> e = 1 
^ fj 
LEMMA 10. Let a dyadic matrix represent a dyadic ty pe-
k-sequential model where e is compatible with (13) and 
(14). Then for every i < k it is the case that s^ is the 
name of the i-th column. 
PROOF. Let Sj^ be given. Assume S|^ is the name of 
the i-th column. Let s^ = {s^}. By (13), we see that 
s . = 1. Since St, is the name of the i-th column and 
mi K 
s . = 1/ by (14) we see that s, e s . However, s = {s.} 
mi Km mi
so S|^ = sas desired. 
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Assuming [7] there exists a strongly inaccessible 
cardinal k we prove 
THEOPEM 2. Let k be a strongly inaccessible 
cardinal. Then the class of all dyadic sequences of type k, 
each having less than k ones forms a ZF model under the e 
given by (13) . 
PROOF, Obviously, (E) is satisfied. Since every set 
has less than k elements and since pq < k for any 
p < k, q < k, clearly there are fewer than k elements of 
elements of a set and thus they are collected. Similarly, 
since 2^ < k for any p < k all subsets of a set are 
collected. Obviously, w < k so the set of all natural 
numbers are collected. Since the functional image of any set 
has at most the cardinality of the set, we see that (>;) is 
satisfied in the class. Thus, the latter is a model for ZF. 
By Goedel's incompleteness theorem [8, p. 137], the 
existence of strongly inaccessible cardinals cannot be proved 
in ZF. However, there are no indications [9, p. 249] that 
the assumption of the existence of strongly inaccessible 
cardinals is inconsistent with ZF. 
Using dyadic type-k-sequential models, we prove the 
independence of (E) from the other ZF axioms. 
LEMMA 11. Let M be a k x k dyadic matrix which 
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forms a model for ZF where e is defined by (13) and (14) 
and where sg is the empty set. Then the shift given by the 
introduction of a new elementhood relation e' yields a 
model (M,e') for ZF-E where e' is defined by 
(15)" s^ e ' Sj <-> { (j = 0 V j / to) -> (s^ e sy)} A 
{(] f 0 A j G w) -> (s. e Sj_i)} 
PROOF. First, we show that (E) fails in (M,e'). 
Obviously, s^ =' s^. The sets s^ = {s^} * = {s^} 
exist, however, in (M,e). Then, the two columns Sq and 
s^ are distinct in (M,e'). Let (A) be any axiom not (E) 
and let s^ be a set of M. Let the shift, S, of in 
(M,e) be s^ if n = 0 or n ^ w and if n * 0 
and new, (A) guarantees the collection of various sets in 
(M,e). Then, by replacement the shifts of these sets can be 
collected and the shift of that set to (M,e') is the 
required set to make (A) valid. 
The independence of (E) from the rest of the ZF axioms 
can also be proven by the following lemma. 
LEMMA 12. Let a model (M,e) as in Lemma 11 and 
m e 0) be given. Then a new model (M*,e') defined by 
- Sn+m =1 = ' =j =m+l " =»+: 
is a model for ZF - E. 
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This amounts to eliminating the first m rows and the 
first m columns of the matrix M. 
PROOF. We first show that any row of the matrix M can 
be found in the matrix M*. Let s^ = (s^j) be given. 
Then, by (^%) there exists Sj^ = (s^^) where Sj^^ = 0 for 
j < m and Sj^j = s^ for m < j e w and Sj^j = s^^ for 
j > u. Thus, again by (CI), there exist 2"" sets of the form 
Si = (Sij) where sjj = 0 or 1 for j < m and 
®lj ~ ®i j-m j > ti) in M. Since 2*" > m, we see that 
s,' . = s, ... = s, must exist in M' and has the same 
K-l K-l+l K 
elements as Sj^. Since every row of M is found in M', it 
is easily verified that all axioms can be proved except 
(E). (E) of course does not hold since any row occurs at 
least 2^ - m distinct times in M' and each occurrence is 
contained in its own singleton. 
We observe that in the above two proofs we did not need 
the fact that k was a strongly inaccessible cardinal. If 
we assume that k is strongly inaccessible and consider the 
model ensured by Theorem 2, then the proofs of both lemmas 
become simpler. In fact. Lemma 12 becomes 
LEMMA 13. Let k be a strongly inaccessible cardinal 
and M be a matrix whose rows are all the dyadic type-k-
sequences having less than k ones. Then the matrix M' 
obtained by eliminating the first m rows and columns of 
1 4  
M where m < k has all the rows o£ M (with repetitions) 
and is thus a model for ZF - E. 
PROOF. Since k is a strongly inaccessible cardinal 
any dyadic sequence with less than k elements exists in 
M. Thus, given any sequence SJ[ in M there are 2^ 
corresponding sequences of the form with S)^j = 0 or 
1 for j < m and s, . = s. . in M. Then, the 
k J 1, J-m 
sequence Sj^ exists at least 2^ - m times in M'. So any 
sequence which has less than k elements can be constructed 
in M*. Thus, obviously ZF - E holds. 
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3. PARTIALLY-ORDER-VALUED MODELS 
For our purpose, we need to recall the 8 operations of 
Goedel and the notion of a transitive almost universal 
class LT of sets [10, p. 29], [11], [12], The 8 Goedel 
operations are as follows: 
Gq(M,N) = {M,N} 
G^(M,N) = M - N 
G2(M,N) = M X N 
(17) GgfM) = {(x,y); (x,y) e m A x e y} 
G^(M) = {X: (3y)((x,y) e M )} 
Gg(M) = {(y,z,x): (x,y,z) e M} 
Gg(M) = {(y,x,z): (x,y,z) e M} 
Gy(M) = {(x,z,y): (x,y,z) e M} 
Let as before (K,e) be a model for ZF. Then, a 
subclass LT of K is called almost universal if for every 
set s of K all of whose elements are sets of LT there 
exists a set m of LT containing at least the elements 
of s, i.e. 
(18) (\/s) (s E K A s CLT -> (3 m) (m e LT A s G m)) 
The subclass LT is called transitive if for every 
set s of LT all of its elements in K are also sets in 
LT, i.e. 
16 
(19) (Vs) (s e K A s e LT -> (Vz) (z e s -> z e LT) ) 
Moreover, the subclass LT is called transitive almost 
universal if it satisfies both (18) and (19). 
We will construct a transitive almost universal subclass 
LT of K (with the same elementhood relation) which will 
contain the elements of a given transitive set T as well 
as T itself. 
The recursive process can be described as follows. Let 
LTQ = T. Assume LT^ is defined. Then define, again 
recursively, 
LTJ = <LT^J V LTy 
(20) LT^ = U G,(LT°) 
" i<8 ^ " 
LT™ = U G.(LTJ""^) 
" i<8 1 " 
where (A) is the result of the application of the i^^ 
w i 
Goedel operation to A. Then, let LT =.U LT and 
u Ko) u 
LTy^^ = P(LTy) A LT^^ and if w is a limit ordinal, then we 
define LT^ "u^w^^u* can then be readily verified that 
(21) ^"^u+l = ^ (x: X e LT^ A F(x)}, ... } 
for any predicate F(x) of one free variable, x, whose 
quantifiers range over and whose constants are from LT^. We 
then define LT = U LT . 
ord(u) 
17 
LEMMA 14. LT is a transitive almost universal subclass 
of K which is a model for ZF. 
PROOF. We shall first prove that LT is a transitive 
almost universal class. It is obvious that LT is 
transitive since each LT^ is transitive. Let s e K and 
s LT (i.e. the elements of s are in ; LT). Then, for 
each element x of s there is an ordinal u such that 
X e LT,, , i.e. X has rank u. Then, let w = sup(rn(x)). 
" XG s 
Thus, X G LT^ for each x e s. Then, LT^ is a set in 
LT which collects the elements of s as desired. We 
observe also that every ordinal of K is in LT. 
It can be readily shown that (E), (S), (P) and (I) are 
valid in LT. It is more difficult to show that (%) is valid 
in LT. Let F(x) be a predicate which is functional in 
X on a set s of LT. It is obvious that there exists an 
ordinal u such that for every element " x of s it is the 
case that x and F(x) are elements of LT^. However, by 
the Loewenheim-Skolem theorem [13, p. 91], there exists an 
ordinal v such that LT^ contains all of its elements, the 
constants of F, F(x) for all x g s and all of the sets 
which are responsible for the existence of F(x) for 
X G s. Then, LT^^^ as given by (21) collects F(x) for 
X G s. 
In this connection, we prove the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 15. Let C be a transitive almost universal 
class in K which is closed under the Goedel operations. 
Then C is a model for ZF. 
PROOF We note that C is defined by a formula on K, 
say X e C <-> x e K A C(x). Let s be a set in C. We 
shall prove that any consequence of an axiom (A) of ZF 
applied to s is in C. Any consequence of (A) applied to 
s is in K. By the axiom scheme of separation, using C(x), 
we see that K contains the set h of all consequences of 
(A) applied to s in C. Thus, h is in K and its 
elements are in C. Hence, the elements of h can be 
collected in a superset in C. Since the axiom scheme of 
separation is valid in C, we obtain the desired set in C. 
The above can also be restated as 
COROLLARY 1, Any transitive almost universal class in 
K in which the theorem scheme of separation holds is a model 
for ZF. 
Using the above remarks, we prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 16. LT is the smallest transitive almost 
universal class C closed under the Goedel operations such 
that T e C and C contains all of the ordinals of K. 
PROOF. Assume there exists a transitive almost 
1 9  
Universal class C in K which contains all of the ordinals 
of K and which is closed under the Goedel operations. We 
go through the process (20) - (21) applied on T inside of 
C. That would then result in having LT a subclass of C. 
We observe that if T is well-ordered in (K,E ) then 
for every ordinal u the stage LT^ is well-ordered in 
(K,e). Consequently, LT is well-ordered in (K,e). If we 
assume that K = LT then LT will be well-ordered in itself 
and therefore we see that the axiom of choice (C) would be 
valid in LT. 
It is customary to use the Von Neumann hierarchy (V) as 
a base model [4] instead of the arbitrary model K. If T 
is taken to be the empty set, then LT becomes Goedel's 
class of constructible sets [14] and is denoted by L. 
Thus, in view of the above V = L implies that (C ) is 
consistent with ZF. And since the axiom of regularity (G) is 
satisfied in V it must be satisfied in L. Thus, V = L 
implies that (C) is consistent in ZFG. 
The independence of (C) from ZFG was proved by Cohen 
[13, p. 136] using the Forcing method. A deeper analysis 
shows that Cohen's proof is basically a proof in models of ZF 
where the formulas are evaluated in partial ordered sets or, 
equivalent^, in models where the formulas are evaluated in 
Boolean rings [15]. 
Let (V,e) be the Von Neumann model for ZF and let 
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(P,< ) be a partial order in V. Let G e V and G G. P be 
given. We define the function : V -> V by the following; 
(22) ni'^(s) = {in^(a): (3x)(3p)(x e s A pe GA x = (a,p)} 
Since every element of V has a rank, (22) is a 
legitimate definition and iti^(s) e V. 
Let us assume that P has a maximum element which we 
denote by 1 and we assume further that 1 e G. We define a 
canonical progenitor s of s as follows: 
(23) s = { (x,1 ) : X e s} 
LEMMA 17, Every element of V has a canonical 
progenitor. 
PROOF. Clearly, $ = * . Assume the lemma holds for all 
elements s of V of rank u. We prove it holds for a 
set X of rank u + 1. Now y E x -> rn(y) < u so y 
exists. Then, by (A), obviously, {(y,l): y e x} exists 
in V as desired. 
We now prove that the canonical progenitor of a set s 
is an inverse of s under 
LEMMA 18. m^(s) = s for all s e V. 
PROOF. Obviously, m^f*) = (() since ^ = tp and 
m^(<t) )=<!>. Assume the lemma holds for every set of rank 
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u. Then, let s he of rank u + 1. Then, ni^(s) = 
{nG(x): X E s} ={x; xe s} =s. 
Motivated by the notion of a canonical progenitor we 
define a progenitor of a set s to be a set r S V x p such 
that 
(24) in'^(r) = s 
Thus, the class of all progenitors of s would be the 
g 
inverse image of s under m . 
LEMMA 19. For every subset G of . P we have 
m ^ {  { p , p ) : p e P } = G .  
PROOF. From (22), it follows that 
mG{ (p,p); p E P} = {mG(p): p E G} . 
As we shall see, the class of progenitors plays a 
significant role in the development of modern set theory. In 
fact, we could have defined a narrower class n of 
progenitors which are elements of V % p. 
(25) r e n <-> r = {(x,p): x E  n A p E  P} 
In the literature, the class n is referred to as a P-
valued model. In particular, if P is a Boolean ring it is 
called a Boolean valued model, where the word model refers to 
the fact that the class {m^(x): x E N} is in fact a model 
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for ZF for suitable choices of G. 
In reference to (24), we define the equivalence class 
[a] to be the class of all progenitors of a in V x P. 
Thus, 
(26 ) n = U{ [a] : a e V} . 
It is customary [16, p. 362], [17, p. 192] to rephrase 
(22) as "p forces a e s " if and only if 
(27) , (gq) (3ot)(3CT)(qe p A p < q A a e [a] A o e [s] A 
(a,q) e a ). 
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4. GENERIC SUBSETS OF A PARTIAL ORDER 
The Lowenheim Skolein theorem [13, p. 17] ensures that 
there exist countable models for ZF. One such countable 
model is Cohen's [18] standard transitive minimal model 
(M,e), which is a subclass of (L,e). Obviously, since w 
has nondenumerably many subsets in L, there is a subset 
G of w which is not a set in M, although w must be in 
M. 
As always, M can be constructed by transfinite 
recursion inside of L. The construction is given in [19] 
and the steps MQ , , M2 y ... , ... are quite different 
from the stages of the Goedel construction. It is well-known 
that V = L holds also within Cohen's minimal model and 
(28) M = U M. 
where is a denumerable ordinal of L, and where 
M = U M. in L. Also, without loss of generality, we may 
0 iCiQ 1 
assume that Mj: in (28) is a stage of either Von Neumann's, 
Goedel's or Cohen's hierarchical constructions with respect 
to M. 
Let (P,<) be a partially ordered set in M and let 
G Q P in L such that G ^ M. Let P e with v < cx^. 
Clearly, we may apply Goedel's construction with 
U G and arrive at M[G] . However, it might be the 
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case that M[G] = L. We shall show below that there are-
suitable selections of P and G in L which will ensure 
that M[G] * L. 
The choice of P depends on what particular statements 
we wish to be valid in MfG], However, the choice of G 
must be such that it is definable in L, is not an element 
of M and it satisfies other properties stated below. Such 
a G is usually referred to as a generic subset of P in 
M, or as an M-generic subset of P. 
Prior to the introduction of a generic subset of a 
partially ordered set, we need two definitions. 
Elements x and y of a partially ordered set (P,< ) 
are called compatible if and only if they have a common non­
zero lower bound. A subset D of P - {0} is called a 
dense subset of P if for any element x of P - {0} there 
is an element y of D such that y < x. In this 
connection, we prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 20. Any partially ordered set has either a finite 
number of or nondenumerably many dense subsets. 
PROOF. Assume there is a denumerably infinite 
descending chain of elements in P, say (-1, -2, -3, ... ) 
in their usual order. Clearly, (P - {0} ) -
{-1, -3, -5, ... } is a dense subset of P. Then, so is 
(P - {0} ) - S where S<S{-1, -3, -5, ... }. Thus, since 
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there are nondenumerably many subsets of {-1, -3, -5, ... }, 
there are nondenumerably many dense subsets of P. 
Now, assume there is no infinite descending chain in 
P. Then each nonzero descending chain must terminate in a 
nonzero minimal element. Let M be the sets of nonzero 
minimal elements. Clearly, every dense subset of P must 
contain M and conversely. Now consider P - M. Tf P — M 
is finite, then there are only a finite number of dense 
subsets of P. If P - M is not finite, then there must be 
nondenumerably many dense subsets of P. 
Lemma 20 can be rephrased as: 
COROLLARY'2. There is no partially ordered set with a 
countably infinite number of dense subsets. 
We now define the notion of a generic subset of a 
partially ordered set. 
DEFINITION 1. A subset G of (P,<) in a model 
(M,e) is called M-qeneric if and only if; 
1. Every two elements of G are compatibJe in G, 
2. If X e G and x < y then y e G, and 
3. G has a nonempty intersection with every dense 
subset of P (that can be found in M). 
The existence of a generic subset G of a partially 
ordered set P is equivalent to the existence of a molecule 
26 
[20] of P in G, where a molecule is defined as follows. 
An element m of (P,<) is called a molecule of P if and 
only if 
(29) (V*) (Vy) ( x  *  0 A y ^  OAx<mAy< m -> 
{3Z) (Z * OA z <  X  A z  < y) ) f  
i.e. m is a molecule if and only if every two nonzero 
elements which are bounded above by m are compatible. 
We say that a subset S of (P,<) is generated by a 
molecule m of P if and only if 
(30) S = { x: ( 3 y )  ( y ? t o A y < m A y <  x ) }  .  
We now prove the following theorem, which gives an 
equivalence to the existence of a generic subset of a 
partially ordered set. 
THEOREM 3. A subset G of (P,<) is generic if and 
only if G is generated by a molecule of P. 
PPOOf. Assume G is generic. Then, there must be a 
molecule of P in G. For if there is not, then for any 
X e G there must be a nonzero y in P - G such that 
y < x, since x is not a molecule. Consequently, P - G 
would be a dense subset of P, which contradicts (3) of 
Definition 1. Now we show that G is generated by m. Let 
X e G. Then, x and m are compatible in G by (1) of 
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Definition 1. Thus, there exists a nonzero y e g  such that 
y < x and y < m so G G S, where S is as in (30) . It 
remains to show that S S G. Assume not. Let y e S - G 
and X e G. Then, there exist a and b such that 
a e G A a < m A a < x and b < m A b < y. Then, there 
exists c such that c < a A c < b. If ceG then c < y 
implies y e G. Thus, c e p - g and P - G is dense which 
yields a contradiction. 
Next, let g  be generated by a molecule m of P. W e  
show that g is generic. First, let x and z be elements 
of g.  Then, by (30) , we have (3y) (3t) {y * OA t * OA 
y< m A t < m A y < x A t < z). Since 0 y < m. and 
0 t < m and since m is a molecule, there is a non-zero 
element s of g such that s < y and s < t. Thus, 
s  <  x  a n d  s  <  z ,  s o  x  a n d  z  a r e  c o m p a t i b l e  i n  g .  
Now, suppose X e g and x < y. Then, obviously, there 
exists an s e g so that s < x and s < m, so s < y and 
thus, y is an element of g.  Finally, let D be a dense 
subset of P. Then, (3s)(se DA s < m). Thus, s e g and 
hence, g 0 D 0. Therefore, g is a generic subset of 
P as desired. 
We shall now present some examples of partially ordered 
sets in a given model (K,e) for ZFC which have no generic 
subsets in K. 
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EXAMPLE 1. Let (F,<) be the set of all finite dyadic 
sequences (d^) of K, where d^ < dj if and only if d^ 
is an extension of dj. 
Since (F,<) has no molecule, (F,<) is a partially 
ordered set without a generic subset in K. Indeed, given 
any d^, then (dj^,0) and (dL,l) are both less than d^, 
but they have no common lower bound. Obviously, (F,<) has 
no maximum and no minimal elements. 
Of course, (F,<) does have dense subsets. Some typical 
examples are given by the following. The set of all 
sequences of length greater than or equal to n, for some 
0 < n < 0) is a dense subset of (F,<). The set of all 
sequences, where there is an n, such that d^ = 1 (i.e. 1 
occurs in one of the coordinates) is a dense subset of 
(F,<). Let (a^) be an unbounded sequence in to. Let 
U = { (dj) : Oj) (ijn) (j = a^ A dj = 1)} . Then U is a dense 
subset. Clearly, there are uncountably many subsets of P 
of this type. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let A be an infinite set and P be a set 
with at least two elements, say b and c. Let (H,<) be 
the set of all functions fj^ from a finite subset of A 
into B, where f^ < f^ if and only if f^ is an extension 
of f j . 
Then, (H,<) is a partially ordered set without a 
generic subset. Again, this is because (H,<) has no 
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molecules. Indeed, if f^ is any element of F, then 
f^ U {(a,b)} and f^ u {(a,c)} are not compatible, where 
a is an element of A not in the domain of f^. 
Again, (H,<) has dense subsets. Some examples are 
given by the following. Let a e A be given. Then, the set 
of all functions which have a in their domain is a dense 
subset of Indeed, if f e H and a is not in the 
domain of f then let g = f U {(a,b)}; and if a is in the 
domain of f then let g = f. In both cases, g is in the 
set and g < f. 
The set of all functions which have b in their range 
is a dense subset of (H,<). Indeed, if f e H and b is 
not in the range of f then let g = f U { (h,b)} where h 
is not in the domain of f; and if b is in the range of 
f then let g = f. Thus, g is in the set and g < f. 
Let I  be an infinite subset of A .  Let r  =  
{ f : (dom(f) 0 I) * 0 -> Qx) (x e (dom(f) A I) A f{x) = b)} . 
Then, D is a dense subset of H. Since there are 
uncountably many subsets I of A, there are uncountably 
many such dense subsets P of (H,<). 
Let, as before, (M,e) be the standard transitive 
minimal submodel of (L,e). We shall now give an example of 
a suitable partially ordered set (F,<) and a 
corresponding M-generic subset, G (in (L,e)), such that 
Cohen's construction M[G] will not be equal to L. Let 
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(F,<) be the partially ordered set in (M,E) of all finite 
dyadic sequences considered in Example 1. Clearly, F e L 
and F e M and (F,<) is nonmolecular (i.e. F has no 
molecules). Thus, F has no M-generic subset in M and 
no L-generic subset in L. However, (F,<) may have an 
M-generic subset in L. In fact, we shall give a 
construction in L of an M-generic subset of F. 
Since M is minimal, it is countable in L. Let 
(DQ, D^, Dg, ... ) be an enumeration in L of the dense 
subsets of (F,<) in M. Let 
(31) C = (dp, d^, dg, ... ) with d^ e and 
d. < d . i < j 
1 ] 
be a descending sequence of elements of F that can clearly 
be formed in L. 
We show that C / M. For suppose C e M. Then, 
G = {x: X E FA (3n) (d^ < x)} would be an M-generic subset 
of F in M, which contradicts the fact that (F,<) has no 
M-generic subsets in M. However, P is an M-generic 
subset of F in L. 
Later we show that M[G] * L and is a model for ZFC. 
Our method will differ from that which is usually used in the 
construction of the extension of models such as Cohen's 
construction, which considers M' = M U {G} where M is the 
stage where F is constructed. 
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5. EXTENSION OF (M,e) BY AN M-GENERIC SET 
Let (L,e) be a standard transitive model for ZFC. Let 
(M,e) be a standard transitive submodel of (L,e). Let 
(P,<) be a partially ordered set in M. Let G be a subset 
of P not in M. 
We may suppose that 
( 3 2 )  p  =  { 1 ,  p j ,  p g f  g g f  • • •  f  p f  g ,  . . .  }  
with P e M not necessarily denumerable and 
( 3 3 )  g  —  { i f  ^ 1 '  ^ 2 '  • • •  f  g f  • • •  }  
with G e L and G ^  M, where 1 is, say, the maximum 
element of P. 
Then, the following hierarchy can be constructed in M. 
PQ = { } 
P} = { { } } 
Pg = { { } , t({ }, 1)}, {({ }, Pi)}, {({ } r Q ^ ) }  , 
... , { ({ } , p)} , { ({ } , g )} , ... } 
P] = { { }, ... , { U U }, 1)}, gg), 
({ ({ }, p^)}, g ), ({({ }, g^)}, Pg), ••• } 
32 
and for every ordinal u of M, 
P., = {f : doiTi(f) ^  P.. 1 A rng(f) S P} if u is a 
u u~i 
(34) nonlimit ordinal and 
P = U P if u is a limit ordinal. 
u v<u V 
Corresponding to the hierarchy given hy (34), we may 
construct in {L,e) the following hierarchy. 
NQ = { } 
=  { {  } }  
NZ = ( ( }, {{ }} } 
*3 = { { }, {{ }}, {{{ }}}, {{ }, {{ }}} ) 
• • • 
and for every ordinal u of M 
(35) = {m^(x): X e P^} 
Q 
where m (x) is defined by (22). By abuse of notation, we 




Here also, we have canonical progenitors as given in 
(23). 
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LEMMA 21. Every set of M is a set of N and G e N. 
PROOF. By Lemma 17, every set s of M has a 
canonical progenitor which is an element of some and 
C  "  
therefore m (s) = s e N. Since every element p of P is 
an element of m, we see that p occurs in P^ for some 
i  w h i c h  w e  d e n o t e  b y  r n ( p ) .  C l e a r l y ,  { p ;  p  e  P }  e  m .  
Thus, by (A) the set {rn(p): p e P} is an element of M 
and w = U {rn(p): p e P} is an ordinal of M. But then 
{p; p E P} S P^. Consequently, {(p,p): p e P} e • 
Therefore, G = m^{ (p,p): p e P} e N as desired. 
Our next task is to prove that (N,e) is a standard 
transitive submodel of (L,e). 
LEMMA 22. (N,e) is transitive. 
PROOF. Let m^(s) e N and k e m^(s) (in L). Then, 
(3h) (3g)  (m^(h) = k A (h,g) e s A g e G) and, without loss of 
generality, we may assume k ^ (j). Since h e P^ for some i, 
we see that k e N. 
We need the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 23. For every two ordinals u and v if u < v 
tben s 
PROOF. We shall prove the lemma by transfinite 
induction. If v is a limit ordinal, the lemma obviously 
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holds. Let V + 1 be the first ordinal for which the lemma 
fails. Thus, there is a u < v + 1 so that ^ ^v+1* 
Then, by hypothesis, if u < v it is the case that <S 
and so, without loss of generality, we may assume P^ ^  ^v+1 
i.e. u = v. Thus, there exists a function f in P^ which 
is not in Py+l' where the domain of f is a subset of P^ 
for some w < v. But P^ G. P^, so dom(f) G p^ and by 
(34), we see that f e P^^^ which yields a contradiction. 
LEMMA 24. ( V u ) ( V v ) ( u  < v -> A £ N^). 
PROOF. By Lemma (23), we see that G N^. Next we 
observe that since = {m^(s): s e P^}, we have 
m^(Py) = N^j. Again by (3 5) we see that 
Ny+2 = {m^(s): s e • Since P^ e P^+i by (34), we have 
= m'^(Py) e Ny+2 as desired. 
From this we readily have: 
COROLLARY 3. e N for every ordinal u of M. 
REMARK 1. In order that the model (N,e) be 
substantially different from (L,e), it must be the case, 
for instance, that not every ordinal of L is an ordinal 
of N. Since the ordinals of (N,e) are the same as the 
ordinals of (M,e), we see that this would imply that 
(N,e) is not an almost universal subclass of (L,e). 
Indeed, if N were almost universal and w were the first 
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ordinal of (L,e) not in (N,e), then since w S N, there 
would be a set s of N such that w S S, But then, if 
N were a model there would exist a set k e N such that 
k = {X: X e s A ord(x)} = w implying that w e N, which is 
a contradiction. 
In order to prove that (N,e) is, a model for ZFC, we 
first show that (N,e) is closed under the eight Goedel 
operations given by (17). 
LEMMA 25. If a and b are elements of N then so is 
{ a ,b} . 
PROOF. There exist a', b' and an ordinal u, such 
that a' E and b' e P^ and m^(a') = a A m^(b') = b. 
Then, obviously, {(a',1), (b',1)} e P^^^ and 
m®({(a',l), (b',1)}) = {a,b} e N by (35). 
COROLLARY 4. If a and b are elements of N then so 
is (a,b). 
PROOF. By Lemma 25, {a} e N and {a,b} e N and so is 
{{a}, { a ,b}} . 
Next, we construct a progenitor for the sumset of a set 
k e N. Let k = {s,t} and let s = {s^, s^} and 
t = {t^, tg} so that h = (s^, Sg, t^, t^} = U k. Let x 
denote an arbitrary progenitor of x. Then, 
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0 0 0 0 
k = {(s,gj), (tfÇg), (a,p^)} where 
0 0 0 0 
s = {(82,93), (82,94), (b,P2)}, 
0 0 0 0 
t = {(ti,g5), (t2,gg), (c,P3)} and 
0 0 0 
a = {(a^ ,g^ ), (agfP^ )> . 
Let us consider the following element of some , 
0 0 0 - 0 = 0 
h = {(8^,93 A g^), (5^,93 I g^), (s^,g2 A g^), (Sgyg^ A g^ ) 
0 = 0 0 = 0 
(82,914 A g^), (b, pg A g^), (b, P2 A g^), (t2,gg A g^), 
0 _ 0 0 0 
(t2f9g 92 (^2,9^ A q ^) f (t^ygg A ç ^ )  f ( c / A q ^) , 
0 0 0 0 
( c f p g  a  g g ) ,  a  p ^ ) ,  ( 3 ^ , 9 7  a  p ^  ) ,  ( 8 2 , p ^  a  p ^  ) ,  
0 
(32'P4 ^ Pi)}' 
If G is a filter of (P,e) in L (i.e. G satisfies 
(1) of (2) of Definition 1) then for any two elements of G, 
say g^ and g^, they must have a lower bound in G by (1) 
of Definition 1. However, if p e p - G then p and g 
can have no lower bound in G by (2) of Definition 1. 
Therefore m®(fi) = h. 
Motivated by the above, we can find a formula written in 
terms of the elements of ord(i)^i (M,G) corresponding 
to a formula written in terms of the elements of (N,e). For 
instance, 
(38) h = {X: (3s)(s e k A x e s)} 
corresponds to 
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0 0 ^ 0  0  0  0  0  
(39) h = {(x,r): (3s) ( se k A (dr2)((x,r2) e s 
A  r <  r ^ ^ A  r <  r ^ ) ) ) }  
where, as also in what follows, r and the r^'s are 
elements of P. 
Similarly, to the formula in N 
(40) {x: X G a V x e b} 
corresponds the formula in M 
0 0 0 0 0 
(41) {(x,r); (x,r) e a V (x,r) e b} 
Next, we produce progenitors for intersections. First, 
we consider a very particular case. Let 
(42) a={(2,gj_), (3,9%), (4,9]), (S^Pg), (6,9,)} 
b - {(3,Pg), (3,gg), (4,p^), (6,9g), (8,9^), (8,Pg)} 
Let us now consider 
c = {(3,p^ Â pg), (3,Pi Ï Pj), (3,Pi Â gg), (3,Pi Î g^), 
(3,92 ^  P])' (3,92 ^ P])' (3'92 ^ Og)' (3,g2 ^  9^), 
(4,93 A p^), (4,g3 K Pj), (6,g^ K g^), (6,g^ K g^)}. Then, 
G ® 
c = m (c) = {3,6} = a A b. In general, if 
0 0 
a Ç { (n,r) ; n e to A r e P} and b ^  { (n,r) : n e w A r e p} 
then 
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(43) c = {(n,r): (3r^)(3r2)f(n,r^) e a A (r^rg) e h A 
r < A r < ic^)) 
is a progenitor for c = a H b. 
Again, we produce an example of a progenitor for set-
theoretical difference by considering a very particular 
case. Let 
(44) a ={(2,p^), (3,g^), (4,p^),(4,p^)} 
0 "• 
^  { • • •  ( O ^ i r )  • • •  f  • • •  f  • • •  ( r i / i r )  • • •  /  • • • } •  
Now let p^ e P - G be compatible with Pj e p - G if 
and only if i and j are of the same parity. Let us 
consider 
b —  {(Of p^ )  f (O/Qj)/ . . .  f  (  0  f  T c  )  f  ... f (Ifpj)/ ( 1, g 2  ) f 
(If^)f ••. / (2 / Pg ) f ( 2 f p^ )  f  « « « f (2f P2 p)/ ••• r ( 3 f p^ ) f 
( 3 / p g ) r  . . .  f  ^ ^ ' p 2 n + l ^ '  • • •  '  ( 4 , g  2 ) »  ( 4 , g 2 ) f  ,  ( 4 , q )  
(5,p^)f (Sfg^)/ .... / (5,r) , * * # , (n,p^)/ (^ f 9 ^ ^ ^ ••• 
G 0 
(n,r) , ... }. Obviously, m (b) = w - a. Thus, we see that 
more generally 
(45) {(n,r); (3q)(ge P-> ((n,q) e a -> r^q))} 
0 0 
is a progenitor of w - a where a S{(n,r): ne w A re P}. 
The above examples show that forming a progenitor for 
the intersection of even two specific elements of N entails 
considerable difficulty. The difficulty becomes almost 
insurmountable if one wants to form in M a progenitor for 
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the intersection of any two elements of N. The difficulties 
are even greater if one wants to form in M a progenitor for 
the set-theoretical difference of any two elements of N or 
a progenitor for an element s of N which is given by 
s = {X: X e a A P(x)} for an arbitrary element a of N 
and a predicate P(x) written in the language of N (i.e. 
the quantifiers and the constants of P(x) refer to N). 
A technique for proving the existence of progenitors is 
usually, [21], [22], [23], accomplished by the method of 
forcing, which we introduce in connection with our notion of 
a progenitor. 
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6. FORCING BASED ON PROGENITORS 
Let (M,G) be a submodel of (L,e) and (?,<) be a 
partially ordered set in M and let G be a P-generic set 
over m such that G e l. We introduce the notion of 
forcing as follows, employing our notation introduced on page 
35. 
DEFINITION 2, We say that p forces a formula (in M), 
0 0 0 0 
F(e, V, -i, 3 f a, b, . . .  , x, y, ... ) in symbols 
-, 0 0 0 0 
(46) p I)- F(e, V, -j, J , a, b, ... , x, y, ... ) 
if and only if F(e, V, t , 3 , a, b, ... , x, y, ...) is 
valid in M[G] = N for every generic set G such that 
p e G. 
We observe that (46) is formulated based on G. Since 
our aim is that (46) ensures the existence of progenitors, we 
must show that (46) can be equivalently redefined without 
involving G. For instance, as a motivation we could define 
(47) p If- a e b <-> (3r)(r > p A (a,r) e b) 
for every p e P. 
and define for every two formulas A and P of the type 
appearing in (46), 
(48) p I)- A V B <-> p If- A V p If- B 
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(49) p Ih A A B <-> p IH A A p 1^- B 
(50) p IP (-. A) <-> (\/q)(q < p -> q A) 
0 0 
(51) p Ih (3x)(A(x)) <-> (3 c) (p ll-A(c)) 
0 , 0 
(52) p II- (^x)(A(x)) <-> (Vc)(\/r)(r < p -> r A(c)). 
We observe, that in the above definitions G is not 
involved. The following are some of the consequences of the 
above definitions. It may be the case that 
0 0 _ 0 0 
(53) q IH n n (a G b) whereas q  ( a  e  h). 
For example, let P = {p,q} with p < q and 
0 0 ^ 0 0 0 0 
b = (a,p). Then, q (a e b) and p ||- (a e b) so 
0 0 0 0 
q -1 (a E b ) and p n (a e b) and thus we see that 
0 0 0 0 
q l f - - i-i(ae b )  a n d  p | f - - i ( a e b ) .  
Also, it may be the case that 
. . 0 0  . . . .  0 0  
(54) q a e b and q i (a e b) 
as the above example shows. 
LEMMA 26. For every p e P 
. . 0  0 0 0 
(55) p |[- a e b -> p 4^^ -1 (a e b ) 
, 0 0  0 0  
PROOF. Suppose p ||- a e b and p Ih i (a e h). Then, 
. 0 0 
for every g < p it is the case that g ^  a e b by (50). 
0 0 
In particular, since p < p, we have p >1^ a e  b which 
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. 0 0 
yields a contradiction. Thus, p (a s b). 
From Lemma 26, we immediately have 
0 0 
COROLLARY 5. No p e P can force both a e b and 
0 0 
-1 (a e b ) . 
LEMMA 27, If p and q are elements of P then 
, , 0  0  , , 0  0  
( 5 6 )  q <  p A p | | - a e b - > q | | - a e b .  
0 0 0 0 
PROOF. p ||- a e b -> (3r)(r > p A (a,r) e b). Since 
u ° 0 
q < p  a n d  p <  r ,  w e  h a v e  q  <  r  s o  q l | - a e b .  
LEMMA 28. The set D of all p e P given by 
0 0 . , 0  0 
(57) D = {p: p ||- a e b _or_ p ||- -i (a e b )} 
is a dense subset of P. 
0 0 
PROOF. Let r e P. Then, either r jj- -i (a e b) or 
0 0 0 0 
r -I (a e b ). If r ||- i (a e b) then r e D. Suppose 
0 0 
r -1 (a e b). Then, it is not the case that for all 
, ^ 0  0  
p < r does p  } r  (a e b). Thus, there must be a p < r so 
° 0 
that p ||- a e b so p e D. Thus, D is dense. 
REMARK 2. In Corollary 5, Lemma 27 and Lemma 28 we may 
0 0 
replace the formula a e b by any formula of M. This 
follows from (48) - (52). 
THEOREM 5. For every formula A in M and every G 
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there exists a g e G such that either g A or 
g 11" -1 A. Moreover for every g e G if g |}- A then 
in^(A) is true in N. 
PROOF. The first part follows iinniediately from Lenira 28 
and (3) of Definition 1. 
Without loss of generality, we prove the second part for 
a formula A = a e b. If g |j- a e b, this means that there 
exists a g' > g such that (a,g') e b. If g e G then 
g' e G by (2) of Definition 1 and thus by the definition of 
rrP (page 20) we have a e b in N. 
In connection with (53), (54) and Theorem 5, we have the 
following lemmma which indicates that in MfGl = N, a 
formula A is equivalent to the formula -i A. 
LEMMA 29. For every formula A and every G there 
exists a g e g such that g forces A <-> -i -i A. 
PROOF. By Lemma 28, the set of all p's such that 
p ||- A or p I)- -7 A is dense. Thus, there exists a 
g^ e G which forces A or -) A. Suppose g^ |p A. 
Similarly, there is a gg e G which forces n A or 
-I 1 A. Since g-j^ and gg are compatible, g2 must force 
-I -I A as desired. The other case is handled similarly. 
Next, we show that (N,e) given by (35) and (36) is a 
model for ZFC. 
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Since every set in N is well-founded and since the £ 
in (N,e) is standard, (E) is trivially satisfied. 
Before proving the validity of the rest of the ZFC 
axioms in (N,e) let us observe the following three facts. 
(58) X e a is the translation in N of the formula 
0 0 
X e dom(a) in M 
also 
(59) . X a is the translation in N of the formula 
0 0 
X S dom(a) X P M. 
also 
(60) {X: X e a A F(x)} is the translation in N of the 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
formula {(x,p): x e dom(a) A p 1}-  (x e a A F(x))} 
To show that (S) is valid in (N,e), we consider the 
set 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(61) {(x,p): ( x f p )  g  Udom(a) A p |[- ( 3 y ) ( y  c  a A x e  y )} 
or 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
(62) {(x,p); ( 3 y ) ( y  e dom(a) Axe dom(a) A 
0 0 0 0 0 
p If-  (3y ) (y e a A x è y)}. 
(61) and (62) obviously ensure the progenitor in M of Ua. 
To show that (P) is valid in (N,e), we consider th^ 
set 
0 0 0 0 0 
(63) { (x,p): x g dom(a) X P A p \\- x  ^a} 
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This will then be a progenitor in M of the power set of a. 
To show that (Çl) is valid in (N,e), we consider the 
set 
(64) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
{(y,p): ye U A (3x)(x e a A F(x,y))} 
where 
(65) P is the first stage of the construction given in 
0 0 0 
(34) such that x e P and (3y)(y e P A 
0 0 0 0 0 * 
(3p)(p ||- (3x)(x e a A F(x,y))). 
0 0 
{ P :  x  g  doin(a)} exists in M by virtue of (65) 
Thus, U P^ E M by virtue of (S) in M. So 
Clearly , 
and (01). 
indeed, (64) gives a progenitor of {y : (3x)(x e a A F(x,y)}. 
To prove that (C) is valid in N, we proceed as 
be a disjointed 
set in N. Let us consider a progenitor of D (well-ordered 
in M ) given by 
follows. Let D = {d^, dg, ... , d^, ... 3" 
( 6 6 )  D = {(d]yr^), (dgfrg), ... , ((1^,r^), ... } where 
dj ^^^ll'^ll^' ^^12'^12^' ••• , .»• } 
d 2 ^^^21'^21^' ^^22'^22^' , ^^2j'^?j^' ••• } 
djl^ — {(dj2^,r^2)» ^*^12*^12^' ••• , (dj^,r^j), ... } 
Now let us consider 
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0 0 0 
(67) C = {(cLjfr^j): e doip(UdomD) A ||- (d^ e D) 
A (\/k)(k < j -> d.^ 4 d.) A (Vh)(h < i -> d. ^ / d^)} 
Clearly, C is a progenitor for a choice set for D in N. 
REMARK 3. From the formulas (62) - (67) which describe 
progenitors in M of some desirable sets in N, we may make 
the following observation. 
Given a set s in M, defined by {x: F(x)}, we may 
0 0 0 0 
form a progenitor s of s by taking s = {(x,r): F'fx) A 
0 0 
p ||- F(x)}, where F'(x) is the formula obtained from 
0 
F(x) by replacing in it x with x and u e v with 
0 0 0 0 
u e dom(v) and u Q v with u € dom(v) X P. 
One of the primary ways that forcing is used, consists 
of extending M to M[G] such that in M[G] there would 
exist a function f from a set A in M onto a set B 
in M such that f ^ M. This situation is ensured by the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 6. Let A e M be an infinite set and B e M 
be a set with more than two elements. Then there exists a 
model N containing M in which there is a function f 
from A onto B , i.e. 
(68) I > i N. 
In fact N = M[G] where G is an M-qeneric subset of the 
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partial order. (H,2) of finite functions from A into B 
and f = U G. Moreover the ordinals of N are precisely the 
ordinals of M. 
PROOF. As proved in Example 2, the set H has no 
molecules and therefore, M[G] is a proper extension of M 
and every element of A appears in the domain of some 
function in G and every element of B appears in the range 
of some function in G. Since every two elements of G are 
compatible, clearly, U G is a function from A onto B. 
Obviously, since G e M[G] and since M[G] is a model, 
U G must exist. The ordinals of M and N are the same 
since N has no set of higher rank than a set in M. 
As an application of Theorem 6, let us consider P^f the 
set of all finite functions from w into {0,1} and let 
(M,e) be Cohen's minimal model. As mentioned on page 28, 
P^ has nondenumerably many dense subsets in M. However, 
the set of all dense subsets of P^ in M is denumerable 
in L. Thus, there exists a complete descending chain 
(f^, f2, ... ) of elements of P in L. Obviously, 
= {f : Of^)(f > fj^} exists in L but not in M 
(since M has no molecule). As a consequence, MfG^] has a 
set which does not belong to M. However, M and 
have the same ordinals and therefore, the axiom V = L is 
not valid in MfG^] since the application of Goedel's 
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construction to would yield M and not M[G^]. 
REMARK 4. As we shall show later, because of the 
properties of , the cardinals of M will be preserved 
in MfG^]. This is partly so, since U G^ is a function 
from 0) onto 2, and is not a function from a set of smaller 
cardinality onto a set of larger cardinality. In contrast 
with this, let us consider P2, the set of all finite 
functions from w into *^ and let G2 be an M-generic 
subset of P2. Clearly, U G2 is a function from w onto 
0^2 of M. Consequently, of M cannot remain a 
cardinal in M[G2]. This shows that, unless Specific partial 
orders P are chosen, the cardinals of M may not remain 
cardinals in M[G]. 
As shown, [23] , if P satisfies the countable antichain 
condition (c.a.c.) (i.e. any subset of P with pairwise 
incompatible elements is countable) and if G is an M-
generic subset of P then the cardinals of M remain 
cardinals of M[G]. Obviously, every cardinal of M[G] is a 
cardinal of M. A canonical example of a partially ordered 
set satisfying the c.a.c. is given in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 30. The set (H,2) of all finite functions from 
an infinite A into a set B with two elements satisfies 
the c.a.c. 
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PROOF. Let D be a subset of H whose elements are 
pairwise incompatible. We partition D into equivalence 
classes E_ such that D = U{E : n < 1 0 }  where f e E if 
p n 
and only if f has n elements. It can he readily shown 
that Ep has 2" elements and thus D must be countable. 
REMARK 7. An obvious attempt to construct a model 
M[G] in which the set R of all real numbers is of 
cardinality greater than or equal to co^ would be to 
consider the partial order of all finite functions from R 
into u) 2 and then consider a generic subset G of this 
partial order. According to page 44, UG will be a function 
from R onto w^ in M[G] and since the set R' of all 
real numbers of M[G] is such that R S. R ', then in M[G] 
there would exist a function, namely UG, from the subset 
R of R' onto w2 and therefore R* > Wg. However, to ^ 
need not be a cardinal in M[G]. To prove the existence of a 
model where R' > w^ and w^ is a cardinal, we must chose 
an appropriate partial order which satisfies the c.a.c. 
Based on Lemma 30 we prove 
THEOREM 7, Let (H,2) be the partially ordered set of 
all finite functions from w X Wg into {0,1} in M. Let 
G be an M-qeneric subset of H. Then the set of all real 
numbers of M[G] has cardinality greater than or equal to 
5 0  
PROOF. By Lemma 30, (H, ) satisfies the c.a.c. and 
therefore w ^  and w ^  remain cardinals in M[G]. Clearly, 
f = U G is a function from w X Wg onto {0,1} . For each 
k E w 2, we see that f(n,k) is a (denumerable) dyadic 
sequence. Obviously, the set S of these dyadic sequences 
have cardinality less than the set of the real numbers R' 
in M[G]. To show that R' < w g it suffices to show that 
§ = wg. To this end, we show that f(n,k^) = f(n,k2) for 
ki = kg. 
Let D = { h: h e H A (3 n ) (h ( n, k ) = 1 A h(n,k2) = 0)}. 
Clearly, D is a dense subset of H for any p e H with 
p E D and the set N = {n: p(n,k^) = 0 V p(n,k2) = 1} must 
be finite since p is finite. Then, consider a function 
p' e H with p' p and p'(n,k^) = 1 A p'(n,k2) = 0 where 
n^ e N. Then p' e D. . 
Since G is generic, G A D ^ 0 and thus f = U G is 
such that, for some n, it is the case that f(n,k^) = 1 and 
f(n,k2) = 0. Thus, wg < 1' and hence, MfG] is a model 
where the continuum hypothesis is not valid. 
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7. PERMUTATION MODELS 
By Lemma 9, there exist models for ZF which have a set 
of k atoms for any cardinal k. Let (K,e) be such a 
model with k = w and let A be the set of all atoms. 
Following von Neumann, [24, p. 84], we consider the 
class V of the model (K,e ) for ZFA (i.e. the ZF axioms 
augmented by the existence of A) where. 
(69) V = U V, 
and where. 
ue Ord ^ 
(70) 
VQ = A = {a,b,c, ... } 
V j  =  P ( V „ )  
V j  =  P { V j )  
V. = U V. if u is a limit ordinal 
" i<u 1 
Vu+1 = PfVy) 
It can be readily verified that (V,e) is a transitive 
model for ZFA and that 
(71) A e V and E e V -> E G V . 
n u 
For every finite subset {a,b,c} of A we define 
[ a , b, c ] by 
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(72) [a,b,c] = the set of all permutât ions of A 
leaving each a, h and c fixed. 
Clearly, according to (72), the pet of all permutations 
is denoted by F ] and we have 
(73) [ ] 2 [a] 3 [a,b] 3. Fa, b, c ] 2 [a,b,c,d1 2 . . . . 
For every permutation IT on A we have 
(74) TT e [a,b,c] -> t t  e [a,b,c]. 
If E is a set of the model (V,e ) and ir a 
permutation on A then we define w(E) by 
(75) ïï(E) = the set obtained by replacing in E every 
atom a occurring in the transitive closure of F 
by u (a ). 
From (75), it follows that for every set x and y and 
every permutation tt  on A we have: 
X e y <-> IT (x ) e n(y) 
(76) and 
rn(x ) = rn(TT (x ) ) 
Obviously, for ordered pairs we have 
(77) TR((x,y,z)) = (IT ( x ) ,TT (y ) ,TT (z ) ) . 
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and for ordered triples we have 
(78) TT((x,y,z)) = (ir (x ) ,ir (y ) ,Tr (z ) ) . 
We choose the following chain in (V,e), 
( 7 9 )  C  =  { f  ] ,  f a ] ,  r a , b ] ,  r a , H " , c l ,  . . .  }  
where every atop eventually occurs in the chain. 
DEFINITION 3. A set S of the model (V,e ) is called 
symmetric under X e C if and only if ir (S ) = S for every 
ÏÏ e X. 
Equivalently, S is symmetric under X if and only if 
(80) z e s  <-> n(z) e S for all tt e X. 
Moreover, S is called symmetric if and only if there 
exists X e C under which S is symmetric. 
We will use the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 31. If P and 0 are symmetric sets then so are 
. a) {P,0} 
b) P - O 
c) P X 0 
d) E={(x,u): (x,u) e PXOA xe u} 
PROOF. Assume, without loss of generality, that P is 
symmetric under [a,b] and 0 is symmetric under 
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[a,b,c,d] We note by (72), that P is then symmetric under 
[a,b,c,d] Let ir e [a,b,c,d]. 
For a ) , we observe by (75) that N({P,0}) = {n(P), TT(0)} 
= {P,0} so {P,0} is symmetric by Definition 3. 
For b), we observe that x e P - O <-> ye PA x ej O <-> 
i7(x)e P A w (x ) 4 <-> TT (x ) E P - n so P - 0 is symmetric 
by (80). 
For c), we observe that (x,y) e P X O <-> n((x,y)) = 
(m(x),n(y)) e w(P) X n(0) = P X 0 so PXO is symmetric by 
(80) . 
For d), we observe that (x,u) e E <-> (x,u) e P X 0 A 
x e u <->tt((x,u)) = (n(x),n(u)) e P X OA n(x) e ir(u) <-> 
(n(x),n(u)) E E <->Tr((x,u)) £ E so, by (80), we see that 
E is symmetric. 
LEMMA 32. If P is a symmetric set then so are 
a) dom P = {p; (3q)((p,g) e P)} 
b) P^ = {(q,t,p): (p,q,t) e P} 
c) Pg = {(t,q,p): (F,q,t) e P} 
d) P^ = {(p,t,q): (p,q,t) e P} 
PROOF. Assume, without loss of generality, that P is 
symmetric under fa,b,c] and let ir E [a,b,c]. 
For a), we have p e dom P <-> (3q)((r/Q) e P) <-> 
(3q)(n((p,q)) e P) <-> (3q)((n(p),n(q)) E P) <-> 
(3n(q))((n(p),n(g)) e P) <-> n(p) e dom P so dom P is 
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symmetric by (80). 
For b), we have (q,t,p) e <-> (p,q,t) e P <-> 
IT((p,q,t)) e P <-> (TT (p) ,TR (q) ,TR (t) ) e P <-> 
(IT (p) ,IT (q) ,Tr (t) ) e P^ <-> n(q,t,p) e P^ so P^ is symmetric 
by (80). 
c) and d) follow similarly. 
LEMMA 33. If P is symmetric then so is 6 (P) where 
9 is any permutation on A. 
PROOF. Assume P is symmetric under r a ,b,c]. Let 
1 = 0(a), m = 6(b), n = 8(c). Then, there exists a 
q e {l,m,n} such that [a,b,c, ... ,q] e C. Now let 
ir e [a,b,c, ... ,q] . Since 0(a) = 1, we have 
IT (0(a)) = 1 -> 0 ^ïï0(a) = a and similarly for b and c. 
Thus, we have 0 e [a,b,c]. Since P is symmetric under 
[a,b,c], we have 0 ^'ir0(P) = P. Thus, tt (0 (P) ) = 0(P) and 
0(P) is symmetric under [a,b,c, ... ,q] by (80). 
LEMMA 34. For every ordinal u let he the set of 
all symmetric elements of the stage appearing in (69) of 
the model (V,e). Then S^ is also symmetric. 
PROOF. We claim that is symmetric under [ ]. 
Indeed, if P E S^ then 0(P) is also symmetric for any 
0 e [ ] and has the same rank as P, and therefore, must be 
an element of the stage . 
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We consider the model (S,e) defined by 
S 6r9(u,Su 
where is as given in Lemma 34. 
From Lemmas 31 and 32, we see that S is closed under 
the 8 Goedel operations and we show below that S is ar 
almost universal class. 
LEMMA 35. S is an almost universal class of (V,e). 
PROOF. We must show that if P is a set in fV,e ) 
whose elements appear in S then there is a set in S 
collecting the elements of P. Let us consider 
u = sup{rn(x): x e P} where x e ®rn(x)' Clearly, u is an 
ordinal in (V,e), so exists and P S S^. However, by 
Lemma 34, we have 'S^ e s ,  which implies S is almost 
universal. 
Consequently , S is an almost universal class closed 
under the 8 Goedel operations. However, S is not 
necessarily transitive. Indeed, there may exist symmetric 
sets whose elements are not all symmetric. Obviously, 
P(A) is symmetric, however, any infinite element of P(A) 
whose complement with respect to the set A is infinite is 
not symmetric. 
In order to construct a model (H,e) which is a 
transitive almost universal class closed under the 8 Goedel 
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operations, we introduce the notion of a hereditary symmetric 
set. 
A set h of (V,e) is called hereditary symmetric if 
and only if every element of an element of an element of ... 
of h is symmetric. 
Motivated by our construction of S, for every ordinal 
u, let Hjj be the set of all hereditary symmetric elements 
of . Then, it can be readily verified that 
'82) H SsHrjHu 
is a transitive class of (V,e) having all the properties 
of S given by (81). Thus, •(H,e) is a model for ZFA. 
THEOREM 7. The Axiom of Choice fails in {H,e). 
PROOF. A consequence of the Axiom of Choice is that 
there exists an injection from w into any infinite set. 
However, no such injection can exist from w into A. 
Indeed, let I = {(0,a), (l,c), (2,d), ... } be such an 
injection. Clearly, I cannot be an element of H since 
I is not a symmetric set. 
In our model (H,e), in which the Axiom of Choice 
fails, we allowed the existence of atoms and the set of all 
atoms. Thus, (H,e ) is not a standard model. There are at 
least two ways to avoid the existence of atoms. One is by 
augmenting ZF by the Fundierunqsaxiom (F) and the other is by 
augmenting ZF by the Regularity Axiom (G). 
The Fundierungsaxiom [25, p. 200] states that there is 
no infinite descending £ - chain. Clearly, (F ) eliminates 
the existence of atoms. Indeed, if a is an atom then 
a e a e a e ... is an infinite descending e - chain. 
We can show that any model for ZFC + F is a von Neumann 
model. 
LEMMA 36. Any model for ZFC + F is its own von Neumann 
model. 
PROOF. Let (K,e) be a model for ZFC + F. Let (V,e) 
be the corresponding von Neumann model. Assume, on the 
contrary, that there exists a e K such that a e( V. Then 
there must exist b e a such that b e K and b cj V. Let 
us consider the set of all such finite chains, i.e. 
S — {(a,b), (a,b,c), (a,m,n), ... , (x,y, ... ,z), ... } 
where z e ...eye x and x, y, ..., z e K but 
x, y, ..., z 4 V. We partial order S by extension. By AC 
there exists a maximal chain, e.g. 
M = {(a,b), (a,b,c), (a,b,c,d), ... }. Clearly, U M is an 
infinite descending e - chain in (K,e), which contradicts 
(F) . 
The Axiom of Regularity, 1 2 6 ] ,  states that every 
nonempty set has an e - minimal element. 
Clearly, (O) implies (F). Assume, on the contrary, that 
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(G) holds and (F) does not hold. Let ...ecEbea be a 
descending chain. Then, the set {a,b,c, ... } has no e -
minimal element. 
We shall show below, that the statement of Lemma 36 can 
be proven without the Axiom of Choice, if (F) in it is 
replaced by (G). Thus, we have 
LEMMA 37. Any model for ZFG is its own von Neumann 
model. 
PROOF. Let (K,£) be such a model for ZFG and let 
(V,e) be the corresponding von Neumann model. Assume, on 
the contrary, that there exists a e K such that a e| v. As 
in the proof of Lemma 36, we may consider the set P of all 
finite chains (x,y, ..., z) such that z e ... e y e x. 
Let S' be the set of all the coordinates of those chains. 
Clearly, S' has no e - minimal element, which is a 
contradiction to the hypothesis. 
We observe also, that if (V,e) is a von Neumann model 
for ZF then it is a model for ZFG. This is because, if 
A = {a,b,c, ... } we see that the set 
{rn(a), rn(b), rn(c), ... }, being a set of ordinal numbers, 
has a minimum, say r. Then, any element of A with rank 
r is an e - minimal element of A. 
It has been shown, [27], that (F) does not imply (G). 
Moreover, it has been shown, f2fil, that the Axiom of Choice 
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is independent of ZF + F. On the other hand, the 
independence of AC from ZFG was proven in [29]. 
Following the proof of Theorem 7 and motivated by (79), 
we give a model for ZFG and -i AC. 
Let (M,e) be Cohen's minimal model of {L,e). Let 
(P,<) be the partial order of all finite functions, whose 
domain is a subset of u X o) and whose range is a subset of 
{0,1}. The order relation < is defined by 
(83) f^ < fg if and only if f^ is an extension of 
f 2 f 2 ^  f 2 . 
We represent a function f e P by 
(84) f = {(a, b, f(a,b)): (a,b)e dom f} where 
f(a,b) = 0 or 1. 
Clearly, P e M. Since P is not molecular, it does 
not have a generic set in (M,e). However, since M is 
countable in (L,e), it has a generic set G in (L,e). 
Thus, G is a set, say {f,g,h, ... }, of compatible 
functions, each given as in (84) and G intersects every 
dense subset of P. We have the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 38. U G is a function from w X w onto {0,1} . 
PROOF. Clearly, U G is a function since every two 
e leme n t s  o f  G  a r e  c o m p a t i b l e .  N o w ,  l e t  ( a , b )  e  u )  x  u i  ,  
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Consider = {f e P; fa,b) e dori(f)}. Then, Dj is dense 
and so must intersect G. Hence, there is a function in 
which has (a,b) in its domain, so the domain of U G is 
0) X u). Now, consider the sets Dg = {f e P: 0 e range(f)} 
and Dg = {f e P: le range(f)}. Since both D2 and Dg 
are dense, G must intersect both sets, and thus rangefU G) 
=  { 0 , 1 }  .  
LEMMA 39. U G is not an element of (M,e). 
PROOF. If U G were an element of M then one could 
easily consruct in M the set F of all finite subsets of 
U G. Then, F would be a generic subset of P in M. This 
is because every two elements of F are compatible and F 
intersects every dense subset of P, since G S F and G 
is generic. However, M does not have any generic subsets 
which yields a contradiction. 
A representation of U G may be given as in the 
following figure. 
Let us consider the following elements of M. 
Xo = {(Ô,f): (0,0,1) e f} U {(i,f): (0,1,1) e f} U 
... U {(n,f): (0,n,l) e f} U ... 
(85) Xm = {(Ô,f): (m,0,1) e f} U {(ï,f): (m,1,1) e f} • 
... U {(n,f); (m,n,l) e f} U ... 
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6 • • 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 • • t 
5 • • 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 • • • 
4 • • 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 • • • 
. 3 • • 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 • • • 
2 • • 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 * • • 
1 • • 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 • • • 



























where the f's are all elements of P and s is defined as 
• in (23). Then, we have 
= iti^CXq) = {n: U G(0,n) = 1} 
(86) X =ir^(X)={n:UG(in,n)=i} 
m m 
Q 
where m (s) is as defined in (22). Thus, we see that in 
our example 
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Xq = {0/2,3,4, ••• }, X2 — {^f2,4,5, ... }, 
(87) Xg = {0,3,4,6, ... }, X3 = {1,2,5, ... }, 
X^ = {1,2,3,4,5,6, ... }, Xg = {0,3,5, ... }, 
Xg — {0,1,5,6, ... }, ... 
Let us consider a permutation, ir , of w onto w 
given by 
(88) ir = 
We define the action of ÏÏ on an element f, given by 
(84), of P as follows. 
(89) ir (f ) (a,b) = f (Tr"^(a) ,b) 
Clearly, (89) states that the action of TT on f is to 
change the first coordinates of the elements of f according 
to w . 
For example, if f is given by 
f = { (0,3,1), (1,2,1), (2,2,0)} 
then ir(f) would be given by 
ir (f) = { (3,3,1), (6,2,1) , (0,2,0)} . 
The action ir(E) of ir on an element E of "M is 
given analogous to (74), i.e. 
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(90) n(E) = the set obtained by replacing in E every 
element f of P that occurs in the transitive 
closure of E by ir ( f ) . 
A set s of M is called symmetric if and only if • 
there is a natural number n such that for every permutation 
i t", which leaves the first n + 1 natural numbers, 
0, 1, 2, ... , n fixed, we have tt"(s) = s. 
A set h of M is called hereditary symmetric if and 
only if every element of an element of an element of ... of 
h is symmetric. 
Let us observe that the set 
(91) Â = {Xq, X^, ... , X^, ... } 
is not a set in M. This is because U G may he defined by 
X Q, Xj^, .... In fact, U G(n,y) = 1 if and only if 
y E X^. However, U G is not an element of M. 
We may also prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 40. For every n e to no X_ is an element of 
<*— n 
M. Moreover for every m and n if m ^ n then X^ f X^. 
PROOF. Let X^ be given. Clearly, X^ is a function 
from w into {0,1}. We show that it cannot be egual to any 
function t e M from w into {0,1}. Indeed, let~ D = 
{fe P: f E PA f(n,i) = t(i) for some i E w}. We show 
that D is a dense subset of P. Let g be any function 
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in P. Then, since g is a finite function, there exists 
i e 0) such that (n,i,0) 4 9 and (n,i,l) e| g Thus, 
g' = g U {(n,i,e); e e {0,1} - {X^(i)} } e D and g ' < g. 
Hence, D is dense and D D R f 0. Therefore, there exists 
f e G such that f(n,i) = t(i) for sore i. Consequent^, 
X is not a function in M. 
n 
Now let X and X be given. Then, the set D = 
m n 
{f G P: f (in,i) 4= f(n,i) for some i e w} is a dense subset 
of P. This is because for any function g of P, there is 
an i such that neither g(m,i) nor g(n,i) exists. Then, 
g' = g U {(m,i,0), (n,i,l)} e D and g' < g. Hence, D is 
dense and D H G ^ ij) and there exists a function f e G 
such that f(iti,i) ={= f(n,i) for some i. Since and X^ 
are extensions of f, we have X 4= X . 
m n 
The above can be summarized, by saying that no column of 
the table on page 62 is an element of M. Similarly, we can 
show that no row of the table is an element of M. Another 
consequence of Lemma 40 is the following. 
COROLLARY 6. A is an infinite set. 
Observing that * e G, let a progenitor of A be given 
by 
(92) A = {(Xg,*), (X^,*), ... , (X^,<|)), ... } 
We prove that A is hereditary symmetric. First, we need 
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the following lemma. 
LEMMA 41. For every and every permutation TT we 
have 
(93) '(X„)=X,(p)-
PROOF. From (85) and (89) we have 
n(Xp) = ir( {(n,f): (m,n,l) e f A ne w} ) 
= {(n,Tr(f)): (m,n,l) e f A n e w} 
= {(n,TT(f)): (Tr(m),n,l) e n(f) Anew} 
= {(n,g): (ir(m),n,l) e g A n e u)} 
( m ) ' 
Next, we prove 
THEOREM 8. The set A is hereditary symmetric and so 
i s  X ^  f o r  e v e r y  m e w .  
PROOF. First, we show that A is symmetric. Using the 
definition of symmetric sets as in (80), we have a e A <-> 
( n)(a = (X^,(t>)) <-> n(a) = n(X^,*) = (n(X^^,n(*)) = 
(X^(^ ),({)) e A for any permutation it. 
Next, we show that (X^^^) is symmetric. Consider the 
permutation ir'" which keeps the natural numbers from 0 
to m fixed. Then, tt "^ ( Xj^,, (|) ) = (n^Vx^j/n^f*)) = 
(X ,*) = (X..* ) by (93) . 
TT (m) 
Last, we show that every element of (X^,#) is 
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symmetric. Obviously, * is symmetric. Any element f of 
X is an element of P, i.e. f is a finite function from 
m 
w X w to {0,1}. Thus, a permutation which keeps the first 
coordinates of f fixed will keep f itself fixed and 
hence, X^ is symmetric. 
Since there are no elements of elements of to 
be further considered, we have that A and X^ are both 
hereditary symmetric. 
As in the case of Lemmas 31, 32 and 35, here also it can 
be readily verified that the set H' of alJ hereditary 
symmetric elements of M form an almost universal class 
which is closed under the 8 Goedel operations. Moreover, 
H' is transitive, since the elements of H' are hereditary 
symmetric. Consequently, H'[G] is a (transitive) model 
for ZFG. Thus, by virtue of Theorem 8, we have 
THEOREM 9. The class H' fG] is a model for ZFG where 
G, U G, X^, A and o> are elements of H* [G] . 
Finally, we show 
THEOREM 10. The Axiom of Choice fails in the model 
H' [O] of ZFG. 
PROOF. As mentioned above, P'[G] is a model for ZFG 
and it remains to show that AC fails in H'[G]. To this end, 
as in Theorem 7, we show that there exists no injection in 
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H'[G] from w into the set A, which is an infinite set 
of H'[G] according to Corollary 6. 
Assume, on the contrary, and let F be such an 
injection. Since F e H'[G], we see that there exists a 
symmetric progenitor F of F. Thus, Tr"'(F) = F, for some 
permutation i t'" leaving the natural numbers from 0 to m 
fixed. Since F is an injection in H'[G] from w to A, 
without loss of generality F(i) = for some i e w. 
Consequently, there must exist p e P such that 
(94) p IH F(i) = Xjn+i. 
Let n be a natural number larger than m + 1 and 
different from any of the first coordinates of the elements 
of P. Now, consider the permutaton 0 given by 
6(m+1) = n 
(95) 0(n)=m + l 
6  ( k  )  =  k  i f  k = | = n A  k = } = m  +  l  
From (94), it follows that 
(96) 0 (p) Ih (0(F)) (0(1)) = 0(Xj^+i). 
However, by the choice of 0 we have 0(F) = F, 
0(i) = i and ® by (93) and (95). Consequently, 
from (96) it follows that 
(97) 0 (p) It- P(i) = Xn. 
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Now, let q be an extension of p and 0 (p). Then, 
from (94) and (97), we have 
(98) q II- F(i) = Xm+i and q \)- F(i) = X^. 
Since X , , 4= X by Lemma 40, we see that (98) contradicts 
m+i n 
our assumption that F is an injection. Thus, AC fails in 
H'[G]. 
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8. MARTIN'S AXIOM AND ITS CONSEOUENCFIS 
As shown in Leipira 20, a partially ordered set P in a 
model, has in general at least dense subsets (in that 
model). In many cases, our objective is to have a compatible 
subset G of P (i.e. every two elements of G are 
compatible) such that G has a nonempty intersection with as 
many dense subsets of P as possible. 
We observe, that if it is required that G have a 
nonempty intersection with a preassigned countable set of 
dense subsets then the existence of G is ensured by the 
axioms of ZFC. Indeed, let {Dg, D^, ... } be a preassigned 
countable set of dense subsets of P. Let us consider 
the set of all finite chains, such as 
(99) C = { {d®}, (d^,d°), (d^,d®,d^), ... , 
(dQ,d", ... ,dP, ... ), ... } where d^ e 
and < dY for every i e u) and every 
kf u, v, ... . 
We partial order C by extension. By AC, there exists a 
maximal simply ordered chain M in C. Let 
(100) M={ {dj}, (d|5,d5), (dQ,dJ,d5), ... , 
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Obviously, U M is the desired set G. This is because, if 
U M = (dQ,d^, ... , d|^) for some m then since ^>^,+1 a 
dense set, the extension of U M by d^,, < d^ would be an ip+i m 
element of C, contradicting the maximality of M. 
We show below, that it is impassible, in general, for a 
partially ordered set to have a compatible subset, which has 
a nonempty intersection with every element of a preassigned 
set of 2 dense subsets of the partial order. 
To this end, we consider the folowing. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let O = {f: f is a finite function from w 
into 2}. Clearly, 5 = q. Consequently, O has 2 ^ 
subsets. On the other hand, since 0 has an infinite 
descending chain by Lemma 20, it has at least 2 dense 
•iVo 
subsets. Thus, Q has precisely 2 dense subsets. 
A?0 
Consequently, if the set of 2 preassigned dense subsets 
of 0 consisted of all the dense subsets of 0 then any 
compatible subset of 0, which is supposed to have a nonempty 
intersection with every element of the preassigned set would 
be a generic subset of 0. But this would yield a 
contradiction, since 0 has no molecule by Theorem 3. 
From the above, it follows that, in order that a 
compatible subset of a partially ordered set P has a 
nonempty intersection with every element of a preassigned 
set D of dense subsets of P then D must be Jess than 
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However, as shown by the following example, the 
situation is not remedied even by taking D =. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let S be the partially ordered set given 
by 
(101) S = {f: f is a finite function whose domain is a 
subset of to into . 
Let D = {D:D = {f:feSAae range (f)} }. We note 
that Dg is a dense subset of P for every a e ID ^ . Now, 
let G be a compatible subset of S, which has a nonempty 
intersection with every . Then, U G would be a function 
from 0) onto w^, which is impossible. 
From the above, it follows that in general, there does 
not exist a compatible subset of a partially ordered set P 
which has a nonempty intersection with every element of a 
preassigned set of dense subsets D of P, even if 
B < 
The above situation can be remedied, by imposing some 
conditions on the partial order P. One such condition is 
the countable antichain condition (c.a.c.) mentioned on page 
48. According to c.a.c., every subset of P, whose elements 
are pairwise incompatible, is countable. Thus, if P 
satisfies c.a.c. then P may have an abundance of compatible 
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subsets and there is a justifiable expectation that some of 
these compatible subsets will have a nonempty intersection 
with every element of a preassigned set of dense subsets of 
P. 
We note that the partial order of Example 4 does not 
satisfy c.a.c. Moreover, Examples 3 and 4 imply that the 
existence of thé desired G perhaps could be ensured, 
provided D < 2 and P satisfies c.a.c. This is 
confirmed by the following axiom, [30], [31], [32]. 
MARTIN'S AXIOM (MA). Let P be a partially ordered set 
which satisfies c.a.c. and let D be a set of dense subsets' 
= 
of P such that D < 2 . Then P has a compatible 
subset G which has a nonempty intersection with every 
element of D. 
Obviously CH implies MA. This is because, in that 
case, D = . and, as shown by (99) and (lOD), the 
existence of G follows from ZFA. 
The consistency of MA with 7FA and -i CH has been 
established by iterated forcing models, [33], [34]. 
Axiom MA ensures the existence of a compatible subset of 
a partially ordered set P, having a nonempty intersection 
with every element of a certain set of dense subsets of P. 
On the other hand, in the case of (99) and (100), we see that 
ZFA implies the existence of a s imply ordered chain (instead 
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of a compatible subset) with the desired property. In this 
connection, we prove the folowing. 
THEOREM 11. There exists a partially ordered set H 
satisfying c.a.c. and a set D of dense subsets of H such 
= A/g 
that D < 2 and such that there is no simply ordered 
subset of H which has a nonempty intersection with every 
element of D. 
PROOF. Let (H,3) be the set of all finite subsets of 
A/o 
in a model where < 2 . Obviously, every two 
elements of H are compatible since their union will he an 
extension of both. Consequently, (H,3) satisfies c.a.c. 
For every a e u^, let = {all subsets of H containing 
a}. Now, let D = {: a e w^}. Clearly, Dg is a dense 
subset of H for every a s and D = u) ^  < 2^^. Assume 
there does exist a simply ordered subset C- of H, which has 
a nonempty intersection with every element of P. Then, 
must Contain w  ^  distinct elements. This is because, 
U G = Wj and every element of G is finite. Let K be any 
denumerable subset of G. Since K and G , there 
must exist an element A of G which is a lower bound of 
K. Then, since A 2 U K, we see that Â >, which 
contradicts the fact that A is finite. 
As mentioned on page 48, a partially ordered set 
satisfies c.a.c. if and only if every set of pairwise 
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incompatible elements is countable. Clearly, this is 
equivalent to saying that a partially ordered set satisfies 
c.a.c. if and only if in every nondenunerable subset of P 
there is a pair of compatible elements. This can be 
strengthened in a variety of ways, one of which is given by 
the following. 
DEFINITION 5. A partially ordered set P satisfies the 
uncountable chain condition (u.c.c.) if and only if every 
nondenuinerable subset U of P has a nondenunerable 
subset S of pairwise compatible elements (i.e. S is a 
compatible subset of U). 
Obviously, if P satisfies u.c.c. then P -satisfies 
c.a.c. The converse of this is also true if one assumes MA + 
- CH, as shown in the following. 
THEOREM 12. In every model for ZF + n CH if MA is 
valid and if a partially ordered set P of the model 
satisfies c.a.c. then P satisfies u.c.c. 
PROOF. Let MA' be valid in a mode] for ZF + n CH and let 
(P,< ) be a partial order which satisfies c.a.c. Let Li <S. P 
such that Û = w ^ . 
We shall first show, that there exists an element u' 
of U such that 
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(102) (Vp E P)(p < u ' -> p is compatible with u) ^  
elements of U). 
Assume on the contrary. Then, 
(103) (Vu)(3p^g P)(py < u A Py is incompatible with 
every subset of U with to ^  elements ) . 
Thus, for each u there exists p^ e P with p^ < u, which 
is compatible with at most w elements of U. Hence, there 
exists a subset of U such that U - is countable 
and X e C -> p is incompatible with x. 
u "^u 
Now, let Uq be any element of U. Then, there exists 
P Q  < U Q  and C Q  with U  -  C Q  countable such that 
x e Cq -> pq is incompatible with x. Let Iq = Cg and 
Uj^ e Iq. Then, there exists p^ < Uj^ and , with U -
countable, such that x e -> p^ is incompatible with 
x, Let n Iq and Ug e I^. Continue this process, 
according to the following induction steps. Assume Ij-i is 
given with U - I^_2 countable. Let u^ e ^i-i* Then,there 
exists Pj^ < u^ and Cj, with U - countable, such that 
X E -> p^ is incompatible with x. Let I^ = H 
Clearly, U - Iis countable and we take u^^^ E I^. 
Assume Ij^ is given for i < v, where v is a limit ordinal 
less than ui, . Then, let I = .Q I.. We observe that I„ 
1 v 1 < v 1 ^ 
is nonempty, because by the induction hypothesis U - I^ is 
countable for i < v and v < w . • Then, chose u e I . 
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We claim that {p^: i < is an uncountable set of 
pairwise incompatible elements. Let p^ and Pj be 
given. Assume, without loss of generality, i < j. Then, 
if pj^ and pj were compatible there would exist a < p^ 
and a < p ^. Since a < py and p^ < u ^ , we have a < u^. 
However, since i < j, we have uj e T ^  and Uj cannot be 
compatible with pj, which contradicts the fact that a < p^ 
and a < u ^ . Obviously, {pu: i < w is an uncountable set 
(since the p^'s are distinct). This, however, contradicts 
the hypothesis that P satisfies c.a.c. Thus, (102) is 
valid. 
Now,' let U be denoted by * Let us consider 
the following family of subsets 
(104) IX = {p: p < u' A p < Uj for some j > i} . 
Let H be a subset of P such that 
(105 ) H = {p: p < u'}. 
From (102), it follows that for every i e w , the 
set is a dense subset of H. This is because, if 
p e H then, by (102), we have p is compatible with w ^  
elements of U. Thus, there exists a j > i such that p 
is compatible with uj and there exists p' < p with 
p' < uj. Since p < u', we have p' < u' and therefore 
p' e as desired. 
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Since w ^  < 2 and H is c.a.c., by MA, there is a 
compatible subset G of H, which intersects every for 
i < Let Qg E G D Dq. Then, since E , there 
exists Jq > 0 such that Çq < Uj^. Next, consider 
gj E G n Dj^. Since g^ E Dj^, there exists j^ such 
that gj < Uj^. Again, consider 92 ^ G H Since 
Ql E Dj^, there exists such that < Uj^. This 
can be continued uncountably many times. We also observe, 
that Uj^ =f= u j ^ =f= u j ^ =1= ... , since jlQ < < jg < ••• • 
Let S = {Uj^: i E w^}. Then S = o) ^  and S U. 
Also, S is a compatible set since for any Uj E s and 
Uj^E S, there exist g^ and gj^ such that g< Uj and 
g|^ < Uj^' and g^ and gj^ are compatible. Thus, S is the 
compatible subset of U, mentioned in Definition 5. 
The significance of MA perhaps consists of the fact that 
MA may be the crucial assumption in proving properbies, which 
hold for A/g for other cardinals less than . 
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